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Artificial Intelligence in Recognition and Classification of Astrophysical and Medical Images (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2007


	During the past decade digital imaging has significantly progressed in

	all imaging areas ranging from medicine, pharmacy, chemistry, biology to

	astrophysics, meteorology and geophysics. The avalanche of digitized

	images produced a need for special techniques of processing and

	knowledge extraction from many digital images with...
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Foundations of Multidimensional and Metric Data Structures (The Morgan Kaufmann Series in Computer Graphics)Morgan Kaufmann, 2006

	The field of multidimensional data structures is large and growing very quickly. Here, for the first time, is a thorough treatment of multidimensional point data, object and image-based representations, intervals and small rectangles, and high-dimensional datasets. The book includes a thorough introduction; a comprehensive survey to spatial...
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NetBeans  Ruby and Rails IDE with JRuby (FirstPress)Apress, 2008

	As Ruby and Rails continues to grow, and more and more jobs are coming online that require you to effectively develop Ruby and Rails in the web tier. Beyond the Rails framework, there are still very few proven tools and IDEs to get the job done, at least until now. The NetBeans Ruby and Rails IDE, according to some, is by far the best and...
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Rapid Java Persistence and Microservices: Persistence Made Easy Using Java EE8, JPA and SpringApress, 2019

	
		
			Gain all the essentials you need to create scalable microservices, which will help you solve real challenges when deploying services into production. This book will take you through creating a scalable data layer with polygot persistence. You’ll cover data access and query patterns in Spring and JPA in high-performance...
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Visual C# .NET ProgrammingSybex, 2002
The aim of this book is to teach you and other experienced programmers the  most effective ways to program using the C# language in the environment it was  designed for, the .NET Framework. To this end, the book offers plenty of strong  opinions and pays special attention to one of .NET’s most prominent features:  web services.
...
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Database Programming with JDBC and JavaO'Reilly, 2000

	Java and databases make a powerful combination. Getting the two sides to work together, however, takes some effort--largely because Java deals in objects while most databases do not.

	

	This book describes the standard Java interfaces that make portable object-oriented access to relational databases possible and offers a robust...
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High-Performance Web Databases: Design, Development, and DeploymentAuerbach Publications, 2000
IN THE PAST FEW DECADES, DATABASE SOLUTIONS AND DATA MANAGEMENT OPERATIONS HAVE SUPPORTED AN EVER-EXPANDING RANGE OF SOLUTIONS AND TECHNOLOGY ARCHITECTURES. 

There is no abatement to this trend. Many end-to-end Information Technology (IT) solutions in the current environment include access to the World Wide Web and integration with one...
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Flex 4 in Action: Revised Edition of Flex 3 in ActionManning Publications, 2010

	
		Flex 4 in Action is an easy-to-follow, hands-on Flex 4 tutorial. Revised and updated from the previous edition on Flex 3, this book is chock-full of examples, goes beyond feature coverage, and helps readers put Flex to work in real day-to-day tasks. This book helps Flex developers make their Flex applications stand out from...
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PostGIS in ActionManning Publications, 2011

	Whether you're canvassing a congressional district, managing a sales region, mapping city bus schedules, or analyzing local cancer rates, thinking spatially opens up limitless possibilities for database users. PostGIS, a freely available open-source spatial database extender, can help you answer questions that you could not answer using...
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Using Microsoft Access 2010Que, 2010

	This book is for anyone comfortable using a personal computer who needs to collect
	and manipulate information. Experience with Microsoft Access 2010 or an earlier
	version of Access is helpful, but not necessary. The book takes the user from the
	basic techniques on how to use Microsoft Access 2010 to a strong...
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Database Systems: A Practical Approach to Design, Implementation, and Management (International Computer Science Series)Addison Wesley, 1998

	The history of database research over the past 30 years is one of exceptional
	productivity that has led to the database system becoming arguably the most impor
	tant development in the field of software engineering- The database is now the
	underlying framework of the information system, and has fundamentally changed
	the way many...
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Oracle Insights: Tales of the Oak TableApress, 2004

	OvER THE PAST fifteen years I have worked for Oracle Corporation, and with many

	customers who were keen to find the limitations of the (then) current Oracle database

	on the latest and greatest hardware platforms of the day.





	These customers have demanded ever increasing database performance at

	what seems a...
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